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Institutions Under Influence: The Case of
Knowledge Stratification Within the
U.S. Land Grant System.

ABSTRACT The U.S.land grant system is notably stratified in its distribution
of knowledge and power. In the upper strata are historically white land grant
(HWLG)institutions o h r e f e d to as "1862 Institutions," which command
power and resources from their hiitoric ability to produce the agricultural and
scientificknowledge supportiveof stateand national economicdevelopmentgoals.
In the lower strata are historically black land grant (HBLG)institutions often
called "1890 institutions." They struggle against the historical conditioning that
has, until m t l y , restricted their efforts in producing knowledge to the manual
applications and teaching of farming. This article examines how historical forces
have influenced the production of knowledge within HBLG institutions and
subsequently attenuated their competitiveness withii the modem research arena.
Also discussed is a different approach for transfonning a land grant system long
characterized by patterns of institutional stratification.

Historically black land grant (HBLG) institutions are now entering the
second century of their protracted struggle to gain the means and legitimacy
necessary to serve their constituencies in the fullest and most meaningful
ways possible. Contemporary obstacles to the realization of these goals have
their origins in the convergence of political and eumomic forces that
conditioned the denial of full citizenship to Africans freed from slavery after
the Civil War.
Notable studies on the history of HBLG institutions include analyses of
the political and economic forces that converged during the post-Reconstruction period to condition the current underfinancing and marginalization of
HBLG institutions (see Browning, 1975; Chapman, 1940; Trueheart, 1979).
An implied but often under-theorized dimension of these political and
economic analyses is the role played by the relationship between knowledge
and power in the marginalization process.
The relationship between knowledge and power can be understood in
concrete terms when, for instance, we consider how the rise of modem
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agricultural science as the legitimate framework for understanding how to
produce food within this country was accomplished through the feedback
relationship between scientific research, technological progress and the
interests of wealthy farmers and businessmen (Rosenberg, 1976). Andre G o n
(1976) argues that the forces within a society that maintain a dominant
knowledge framework, such as modern agricultural science, are the same
forces operating to serve the interests of particular classes within that society.
He further argues that the only real distinction between knowledge that is
considered scientific, rational, objectiveand therefore legitimate-and the
knowledge derived from the everyday experiences of "ordinary"people is the
usefulness it has to the interests of the dominant class. Thus the knowledge
relationship is ultimately a power relationship.
The evolution of a highly stratified land grant system is also instructive
regarding the relationship between knowledge and power. The growth and
development of HWLG institutions and the professionalizationof agricultural
scientists served to identify madern agricultural science with expert knowledge. Primed through state, federal and private financing to function as the
preeminent resources for scientific agricultural knowledge, HWLG
institutions developed a national and international posture as scientific
research centers in a world where "neither God nor tradition is privileged
with the same credibility as scientific rationality" (Harding, 1986: 16).
In 1862, when the forces of science, technology, wealth, power, and the
quest for industrial growth converged in a pattern giving rise to institutions
that would help to make American agriculture a profitable enterprise,
Africans were still enslaved. By 1890, when the creation of separate land
grant institutions for African-Americans was legislated by the second M o d 1
Act, slavery had been outlawed, and the withdrawal of Northern Troops from
the South in 1877 had signaled the abandonment of government support for
the empowerment and enfranchisement of freed Africans.
Within this context, the prospect of education for African-Americans was
fraught with controversy. Ideas for a classical, formal education that some
factions of the Government's Freedmen's Society endorsed in the early
Reconstruction period were superseded by ideas calling for the educational
experiences of African-Americans to be confined to practical, vocational
training that would involve extensive manual laboring experiences.
The major progenitor of this ideology, Samuel Chapman Armstrong, was
successful in capturing and actualizing this ideology within the Hampton
Normal School (Hampton University). Moreover, he was successful in
reproducing the institution qua ideology through teacher training and by
inspiring teachers to found institutions similar to Hampton. Hampton and later
Tuskegee Normal School (Tuskegee University), founded by Armstrong's
protege Booker T. Washington, were the models that future HBLG institutions would attempt to emulate. Though there was great diversity among the
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